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Abstract: The development of small-satellite technologies allows the low Earth orbit intersatellite
link (LEO-LEO) occultation method to observe the Earth’s atmosphere with global coverage and
acceptable costs using electromagnetic signals, in which the L/X/K/M band and short-wave infrared
band signals have been well demonstrated to be suitable. We hence need to investigate the impacts
of orbital and constellation parameters on the number and spatiotemporal distribution of LEO-
LEO occultation events for best-possible LEO-LEO occultation mission design and optimization
at the targeted mission size. In this study, firstly, an occultation events location simulation model
accounting for the right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN) precession was set up and the
concept of a time-dependent global coverage fraction of occultation events was defined. Secondly,
numerical experiments were designed to investigate the orbital parameters’ impacts and to assess the
performance of LEO-LEO occultation constellations, in which the Earth is divided into 5◦ × 5◦ latitude
and longitude cells. Finally, the number, timeliness, and global coverage fraction of occultation events
for two-orbit and multi-orbit LEO-LEO constellations were calculated and analyzed. The results show
that: 1© the orbit inclination and RAAN are the main impacting parameters followed by orbital height,
while the RAAN precession is a relevant modulation factor; 2© co-planar counter-rotating receiving
and transmitting satellite orbits are confirmed to be ideal for a two-satellite LEO-LEO constellation;
3© polar and near-polar orbit constellations most readily achieve global coverage of occultation events;

near-equator orbit constellations with supplementary receiving and transmitting satellite orbit planes
also readily form the occultation event geometry, though the occultation events are mainly distributed
over low and low-to-middle latitude zones; and 4© a well-designed larger LEO-LEO occultation
constellation, composed of 36–72 satellites, can meet the basic requirements of global numerical
weather prediction for occultation numbers and timeliness, yielding 23,000–38,000 occultation events
per day and achieving 100% global coverage in 12–18 h.

Keywords: LEO-LEO occultation; occultation event numbers; spatiotemporal coverage; orbit ele-
ments; constellation design
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1. Introduction

Occultation is a well-proven remote sensing method that requires at least one elec-
tromagnetic signal transmitting satellite (Tx) and one receiving satellite (Rx) to observe
the Earth’s atmospheric thermodynamic state variables (e.g., pressure, temperature, and
humidity) [1–6], chemical composition (e.g., the greenhouse gases H2O, CO2, CH4, N2O,
O3, and CO) [7–11], dynamics (e.g., line-of-sight wind speed) [12], and ionospheric electron
density profiles by using particular frequency signals [13]. Occultation events happen
when the Tx and Rx see each other through the atmosphere just before (a setting occul-
tation event) or after (a rising occultation event) they are occulted by the Earth during
the relative orbital motion [14]. The amount of occultation data depends on the odds of
occultation events, so satellite orbit and constellation design is significant to occultation
Earth observation missions to optimize the performances and reduce the costs.

In recent years, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) radio occultation (RO)
has become a major method by which to observe the Earth’s atmospheric thermodynamic
state variables, but it has a temperature and humidity ambiguity problem in the tropo-
sphere [15–18]. Fortunately, as an advanced technique, low Earth orbit intersatellite link
(LEO-LEO) microwave occultation (LMO), using various X/K band and M band frequen-
cies around the 22 GHz and 183 GHz water absorption lines, can exploit both the refraction
and absorption of the signals to solve the temperature–humidity ambiguity problem;
thus, LMO enables us to retrieve pressure, temperature, and humidity profiles without
background information [5,15]. Liquid water and rain rate profiles as well as turbulence
and complementary 3D cloud information can be co-observed [18,19]. Additionally, the
LEO-LEO infrared laser occultation (LIO), using laser signals in the short-wave infrared
band (2–2.5 µm) between LEO satellites, has been designed to accurately observe key
trace gas species for chemistry and the climate (e.g., the greenhouse gases H2O, CO2, CH4,
N2O, O3, and CO), line-of-sight wind speed, and profiles of cloud layers and aerosols as
by-products [7–9,18,20,21]. LIO measures the absorption of the signals to retrieve volume
mixing ratio (VMR) profiles of the greenhouse gases, in which the differential transmission
principle between carefully selected pairs of absorption signals and reference signals is
commonly used. The feasibility of the LMO and LIO techniques has been proven by
ground-based demonstration experiments [10,11,17,18,22,23].

Nowadays, the development of small satellites and remote sensing instrument minia-
turization technologies allows LEO-LEO occultation to provide observations with global
coverage and acceptable mission costs. Moreover, the increase in the in-orbit and planned
LEO constellations provides more signal and instrument onboard opportunities to realize
space-borne LEO-LEO occultation observations in combination with other spacecraft, such
as communication, navigation, and meteorological satellites. Therefore, the impacts of the
Rx and Tx orbital parameters on the number and spatial–temporal distribution of LEO-LEO
occultation events and the exploration capability of LEO-LEO occultation constellations
need to be deeply investigated and assessed as they are significant to LEO-LEO mission
design and optimization.

In this study, the impacts of the Rx and Tx orbital parameters on the LEO-LEO occul-
tation event numbers and distribution were investigated and assessed using a two-satellite
constellation with one LEO Rx and one LEO Tx based on simulation datasets by the
variable separation approach. Then, 2Rx/2Tx, 6Rx/6Tx, and 12Rx/12Tx dual-orbit con-
stellations and 6Rx/6Tx multiple-orbit constellations were designed and their occultation
event numbers and spatial–temporal distributions were evaluated and analyzed.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of relevant LEO
orbital design studies. Section 3 describes the methods used in the LEO-LEO occultation
event simulation and the constellation performance assessment. The design and results
of the numerical experiment are described and analyzed in Section 4. The results and
their application significance are discussed in Section 5, and some conclusions are drawn
in Section 6.
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2. Brief Review of Previous Occultation Mission and Orbit Design Studies

The occultation concept was first proven by the Mariner V spacecraft during its
Venus exploration in 1967 [24]. The first Earth observation occultation experiment using
geostationary and LEO satellites was performed in 1974 [25]; however, at that time, the
occultation technique developed very slowly because this type of constellation provided
limited occultation data and many satellites were required for global coverage of the Earth,
leading to unaffordable costs.

Decades later, with the emergence of the Global Positioning System (GPS) constella-
tion, GPS RO was proposed to probe the Earth’s atmosphere using GPS and LEO satel-
lites (Tx and Rx, respectively). The GPS RO was demonstrated by the proof-of-concept
GPS/Meteorology (GPS/MET) mission [3,26]. Subsequently, many GPS RO missions have
been launched, including Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) [27–29], Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment-A (GRACE-A) [30,31], and Meteorological Operational
Satellite-A/-B (MetOp-A/-B) [32], which are single Rx constellations, and the Constellation
Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC) [33–35], which
is the first Rx constellation with six Rxs. In recent years, with the development of Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs), such as the Chinese BeiDou navigation satellite
system (BDS), the European Galileo navigation satellite system (GALILEO), and the Rus-
sian GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS), the new GNSS RO missions are
commonly equipped with multi-GNSS RO receivers, such as the FengYun-3C/-3D/-3E
GNSS Occultation Sounder (FY-3C/-3D/-3E GNOS) [36,37], the COSMIC II, and the spire
weather constellation [38].

In the GNSS-LEO RO constellation design and exploration capability evaluation, the
orbital parameters of the GNSS satellites are fixed and known, so only the orbital pa-
rameters of the LEO satellites need to be designed and analyzed for the observation of a
particular geographic area or the whole Earth by a certain number and distribution of RO
events. To obtain more GNSS RO events and a better spatial–temporal distribution for par-
ticular areas, several researches have been carried out and published. The impacts of LEO
orbital and constellation parameters on the GNSS RO event number and global distribution
have been investigated [14,39,40]. Practical LEO orbital parameters and constellations were
designed and optimized for GNSS RO observations in particular regions, such as a tropical
zone [41], the Asia Pacific region [42], and an area in Egypt [43,44]. Moreover, with the
development of global and regional navigation satellite systems, the optimal design of LEO
constellations for multi-GNSS RO missions has also been conducted [14,39].

Given that the importance of occultation and its data was well-proven by the GNSS
RO, a number of LEO-LEO missions, such as the Atmospheric Moisture and Ocean Re-
flection Experiment (AMORE) [4], the Water vapor and Temperature in the troposphere
and Stratosphere (WATS) mission [45], the Active Temperature, Ozone, and Moisture
Microwave Spectrometer (ATOMMS) [15], the Atmosphere and Climate Explorer Plus
(ACE+) [5,46–48], the Atmospheric Climate and Chemistry in the UTLS Region And cli-
mate Trends Explorer (ACCURATE) mission [20,49,50], and the Climate and Atmospheric
Composition Exploring Satellites (CACES) mission, have been proposed [19]. The LMO
concept was also translated to Mars in a mission concept called the Mars Atmospheric Cli-
mate Observatory (MACO), whose development began with seed funding from National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 2000 [51]. An author group including
the lead authors of this study has also conducted a detailed review of low Earth orbit
occultation using microwave and infrared laser signals for monitoring the atmosphere
and climate [18].

In the LEO-LEO occultation constellation design, the orbital parameters of both the
Rx and Tx are unknown, which provides more free dimensionalities to optimize the occul-
tation observation system but makes the constellation more complicated and difficult to
design. On the other hand, LEO-LEO occultation is commonly considered to require many
satellites to provide global coverage of the atmosphere, which leads to unaffordable costs,
so there is currently no operational space-borne LEO-LEO constellation. Therefore, the
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number of studies on LEO-LEO occultation constellation design and evaluation, especially
constellations with a large number of satellites, is less than that on GNSS RO. Specific
simple LEO-LEO constellations with one pair or two pairs of Rx and Tx satellites for demon-
stration missions have been designed, in which the polar orbits are commonly used and
the daily occultation event distribution along the latitude and longitude are illustrated by
the use of maps and histograms [19]. Walker and 2D lattice flower constellations composed
of a certain number of satellites for a LEO-LEO occultation mission have been proposed
and evaluated [52].

3. LEO-LEO Occultation Simulation and Assessment Methods
3.1. LEO-LEO Occultation Geometry Simulation Model

As shown in Figure 1, during a LEO-LEO occultation active period, the transmitting
signal ray path from the Tx first passes through the atmosphere and is captured by the
Rx; then, with the relative motion of the Tx and Rx, the atmosphere is vertically scanned
and remotely observed. A LEO-LEO occultation event occurs when the connecting line
between the Tx and Rx and its tangent point with the atmospheric layers satisfy a certain
geometric relationship. The mathematical criteria are: 1© the tangent point is between the
Tx and the Rx; 2© the height of the tangent point is between the bottom and the top of the
atmosphere; and 3© the azimuth angle of the Tx relative to the Rx’s running direction is in
a particular range.

Figure 1. Occultation geometry between one LEO transmitting satellite (Tx) and one LEO receiving
satellite (Rx), schematically illustrating the signal ray path passing through the atmosphere and the
tangent point of a rising occultation event. The solid-line squares and dotted-line squares represent
the occultation event starting time (near-surface) and ending time (top-of-atmosphere) positions of
the LEO-LEO satellite pair, respectively.

The unperturbed, two-body orbits are always conic sections; therefore, the Earth
orbits are commonly described as an ellipse by Keplerian elements, i.e., eccentricity (e),
semimajor axis (a), inclination (i), longitude of the ascending node (Ω), argument of
periapsis (AP, ω), and true anomaly (ν). However, real Earth orbits have perturbations
due to the gravitational pull of bodies other than the Earth, the nonsphericity of the Earth,
atmospheric drag, relativistic effects, radiation pressure, electromagnetic forces, and so on.
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Therefore, in the simulation, Rx and Tx satellite positions and velocities were cal-
culated from two-line element (TLE) sets through the simplified general perturbations-
4/simplified deep space perturbations-4 (SGP4/SDP4) model propagator, which takes the
general and deep space orbital perturbations into account [53]. Among these perturbations,
the right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN) precession is a key factor impacting the
long-term LEO-LEO occultation event numbers and distributions, which can be described
as Equation (1), and the real RAAN at epoch t can be estimated by Equation (2) [54]:

.
Ω = −1.5J2n

(
RE/(a− a · e2)

)2
cos i (1)

Ω = Ω0 −
( .

ΩE −
.

Ω
)
(t− t0) (2)

In these equations, the constant J2 = 1.08262668× 10−3 is a zonal coefficient according
to the Joint Earth Gravity Model 3 (JGM-3) geopotential model [54], n is the angular velocity,
a denotes the semi major axes, e is the eccentricity, RE = 6378 km is the Earth’s equatorial
radius, and Ω0,

.
ΩE, and

.
Ω are the RAAN at the reference time t0, the angular velocity of

the Earth’s rotation, and the drift angular velocity of the RAAN, respectively.
From Equation (1), one can find that when the orbital inclination is 90◦, the RAAN

precession angular velocity is 0, the prograde orbit RAAN precession angular velocity is
greater than 0, and the retrograde orbit RAAN precession angular velocity is less than 0;
that is, the RAAN precession of the prograde and retrograde orbits proceeds in different
directions. Additionally, the greater the difference between the orbit inclination and
90◦, the greater the precession speed, while the higher the orbit altitude, the lower the
precession speed.

All the possible ray paths connecting the Tx and Rx were considered by setting
the sampling rate to 3 s, which we found to be adequate to safely capture all events
while at the same time affordable in terms of computing time for the large number of
simulation cases. The signal propagation from Tx to Rx was approximated by a straight
line, which is reasonable and adequate since the atmospheric bending is very small and
can be neglected in such occultation event number and distribution analyses [41]. The
atmosphere altitude range was set from 0 to 120 km, i.e., from the ground surface to the
top of the neutral atmosphere. The location, i.e., the latitude, longitude, and altitude of the
LEO-LEO occultation tangent point, was calculated according to [54]:

rTR = rTx − rRx (3)

n̂TR = (rTR)/‖rTR‖ (4)

RT = ‖rTx · n̂TR‖ (5)

rTP = rTx − n̂TR · RT = (XTP, YTP, ZTP) (6)

ϕTP = arctan
(

ZTP(N + hTP)
/√

X2
TP + Y2

TP
/(

N ·
(
1− eE

2)+ hTP
))

λTP = arctan(XTP/YTP)

hTP = ZTP
/

sin ϕTP − N ·
(
1− eE

2)
N = aE

/√
1− eE2 sin2 ϕTP

ϕTP0 = arctan
(

ZTP
/√

X2
TP + Y2

TP

)
|ϕTPi+1 − ϕTPi| ≤ 10−12

(7)
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where rTR is the vector from Rx to Tx, rTx and rRx are the position vectors of Tx and Rx
respectively, n̂RT is the unit vector along the direction from Rx to Tx, RT is the projection
of the Tx position vector on the Rx to Tx connecting line, rTP is the position vector of the
occultation tangent point, (XTP, YTP, ZTP) are the three-dimensional coordinates of the
occultation tangent point in the Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinate system, aE is
the equatorial radius of the Earth, eE is the first numerical eccentricity of the ellipsoid, N is
the distance from the surface back to the Z-axis intersection along the ellipsoid normal, and
ϕTP, λTP, and hTP are the latitude, longitude, and height of the occultation tangent point
in the geodetic coordinate system, respectively, where ϕTP needs to be solved by iteration.

The azimuth angle of the Tx relative to the Rx running direction ranges were set as
0–40◦, 320–360◦ for rising occultation events and 140–220◦ for setting occultation events,
which seems reasonable since, when the Tx satellite is located in these azimuth ranges,
the satellite’s attitudes will be adjusted to make sure that the Tx and Rx beams point to
each other. The elevation angle E and the azimuth angle A of the Tx relative to the Rx
running direction are defined in a Cartesian coordinate system with the Rx mass center as
the origin, 

x = vRx

y = vRx × rRx

z = x× y

(8)

sin E = z · rTR/(‖z‖ · ‖rTR‖) (9)

rA = rTR − ‖rRT‖ · sin E · z/‖z‖ (10)

cos A = rA · x/(‖rA‖ · ‖x‖) (11)

where vRx is the Rx velocity vector and rA is the projection of rTR in the xy coordinate plane.

3.2. Global Coverage Fraction of Occultation Events

The Earth’s surface is divided into spatial grid cells according to a certain rule, and the
ratio of the accumulated area of grid cells visited by occultation events to the total area of
the grid (i.e., the global surface area of the Earth) is defined as the global coverage fraction
(GCF) of occultation events, which can be described by

GCF = (Aocc/AE)× 100% (12)

where Aocc indicates the accumulated area of the grid cells visited by occultation events
and AE represents the total grid area, i.e., the entire Earth’s surface in the given case of a
global coverage fraction (for a prescribed regional coverage fraction, e.g., for the country of
China only, one would use the entire area of the country as a reference).

To quantitatively assess the observation efficiency of the LEO-LEO constellations,
occultation events were simulated and an event ID number, latitude, longitude, time,
and some other accessary information were stored in an occultation table for statistical
analysis. The specific analysis process is as follows: 1© accumulate the occultation
events in the study period in the corresponding geographic grids according to the
location and time information; 2© calculate the global coverage fraction of the occultation
events using the above method; and 3© conduct a quantitative analysis of the spatiotemporal
distribution of occultation events for specific constellations. Since the locations of occultation
events are commonly marked with longitude and latitude, the entire Earth was divided into
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2592 5◦ × 5◦ grid cells according to latitude and longitude in this study. This density of
gridding was found to be suitable for our purpose of globally illustrating geographical
patterns of GCFs, without making the cell resolution too fine-grained, so that the cells
receive robust coverage by occultation events for our LEO-LEO study design.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.1. Impacts of the Orbital Parameters on LEO-LEO Occultation Events
4.1.1. Orbital Parameter Setup for the Two-Satellite Experimental Demonstration Mission

Based on a pair of Rx and Tx satellites, the impacts of the orbital parameters on the
number and spatial–temporal distribution of LEO-LEO occultation events were analyzed
using the variable separation approach, in which the analyzed target parameter was set
as a discrete variable while other parameters were fixed as certain values. Commonly,
near-circular orbits are adopted for the LEO Rx. In this case, the impact of the orbital
eccentricity on the occultation events is small for typical circular-orbit eccentricities of order
0.0001 in real cases (e.g., near 0.0005 in the case of the International space station). The
eccentricity of both the Rx and Tx orbits was hence fixed at 0.0001 and this parameter not
further analyzed. The true anomaly is a constantly changing variable with time, while the
impact of the initial mean anomalies (M0) on the two-satellite constellation occultation
events is very small; therefore, the M0 of the Rx and Tx orbits can be set as arbitrary values
and here they were fixed at 210◦ and 30◦, respectively.

The inclination, RAAN, and AP are three elements defining the orientation of the
orbital plane in which the Rx and Tx orbits are embedded, while the semi major axis (a)
defines the size of the orbits and strongly relates to the satellite’s height and velocity. Hence,
there are in principle four key orbital parameters for LEO-LEO occultation orbital and
constellation design. Since our test experiments indicated that, for the near-circular orbits,
the impact of AP on the number of LEO-LEO occultation events is very small, the AP of
both the Rx and Tx orbits was fixed at 80◦ and this parameter not further analyzed.

In the numerical study, three experimental groups named ‘i’, ‘raan’, and ‘h’, using
lowercase letters to represent the research target parameters of inclination, RAAN, and
height, respectively, were set up. The Rx and Tx orbital elements named ‘I’, ‘RAAN’, ‘H’,
‘AP’, and ‘E’ use uppercase letters instead, and the setups of the orbital parameters are
shown in Table 1. The inclinations of Rx and Tx orbits were set to discrete values from 10◦

to 170◦ with a 10◦ step length for group ‘i’ and fixed values at 90◦/90◦ for the other groups.
The RAANs of Rx and Tx orbits were set to discrete values from 30◦ to 360◦ with a 30◦ step
length for group ‘raan’ and fixed values at 180◦/0◦ for the other groups. The heights of the
Rx and Tx orbits were set to discrete values from 400 km to 1300 km with a 100 km step
length for group ‘h’ and fixed values at 500 km/600 km for the other groups.

Table 1. The main orbital elements of the transmitting and receiving satellites for a two-satellite experimental constellation.
The chosen set of values for some elements is denoted in the format of StartValue:Step:EndValue; simulations were
performed using an ensemble of configurations stepping through all value settings for these elements.

Orbit
Elements
(Rx/Tx)

Experimental Groups

i raan h

I (◦) 10:10:170/10:10:170 90/90 90/90
RAAN (◦) 180/0 30:30:360/30:30:360 180/0

H (km) 500/600 500/600 400:100:1300/400:100:1300
AP (◦) 80/80 80/80 80/80
M0 (◦) 210/30 210/30 210/30

E 0.0001/0.0001 0.0001/0.0001 0.0001/0.0001
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It should be noted that the inclination of the Rx and Tx orbits was set to 90◦ for the
‘raan’ and ‘h’ groups to avoid the RAAN precession having an influence on the simulation
results; however, except for the 90◦ case, the simulation results of the ‘i’ group were affected
by both the inclination and the RAAN precession. Since the RAAN precession is slow and
its impact on the short-term occultation event number and spatial–temporal distribution
is not obvious, a long-term series of three months (90 days) of occultation events were
simulated for each experimental group.

4.1.2. Overall Simulation Results

The variation in the 3-month LEO-LEO occultation event number with the Rx and Tx
orbital elements of inclination, RAAN, and height is shown in Figure 2. One can see from
Figure 2 that the 3-month occultation number changes strongly with the variation in the
inclination and RAAN, but changes slightly with the variation in height for the Rxi90-Txi90
case. The impact of each of these orbital elements will be analyzed separately.

Figure 2. The variation in the 3-month accumulated LEO-LEO occultation event number (color scale) with the Rx and Tx
orbital elements of inclination (a), RAAN (b), and height (c).

4.1.3. Impact of the Inclination

As shown in Figure 2a, the number of 3-month occultation events varies with the Rx
and Tx orbital inclination greatly in the range 0–5500 and, accordingly, the orbits with an
inclination between 65◦ and 115◦ were defined as ‘near-polar orbits’ (NPOs), the orbits
with an inclination in the 0–45◦ and 135–180◦ intervals were defined as ‘near-equator
orbits’ (NEOs), and orbits with an inclination in other intervals were defined as ‘medium-
inclination orbits’ (MIOs). For the NPO constellations, when the inclinations of the Rx and
Tx orbits are equal, the number of occultation events has a peak area, and the peak width
is about 30◦; when they are supplementary, the number of occultation events is reduced
obviously. The NEO constellations also have an occultation event number peak area when
the inclinations of the Rx and Tx orbits are supplementary, and the peak width is about 40◦.
However, the MIO constellations do not have an occultation event number peak area.

To further explore the spatial–temporal distribution of the NPO, NEO, and MIO
constellation occultation events and the reason why the 3-month occultation numbers are
different, Figures 3 and 4 show the global coverage and the occultation number trend beside
the GCF trend of the occultation events for nine representative constellations, i.e., Rxi90-
Txi90, Rxi100-Txi100, Rxi80-Txi100, Rxi60-Txi60, Rxi120-Txi120, Rxi120-Txi60, Rxi40-Txi40,
Rxi140-Txi40, and Rxi170-Txi10.
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Figure 3. The global coverage of LEO-LEO occultation events for representative constellations
composed of a Rx satellite and a Tx satellite with particular orbital inclinations, illustrating the
occultation numbers per 5◦ × 5◦ latitude and longitude grid cell, while the GCFs were calculated
using grid cell areas according to Equation (12).

Figure 4. The accumulated time dependence of the LEO-LEO occultation event number (orange lines)
and the global coverage fraction (GCF) (blue lines) for the representative LEO-LEO constellations
composed of a Rx satellite and a Tx satellite with particular orbital inclinations.
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As shown in Figure 3a–c, the NPO constellation easily provides global coverage of
occultation events, and the 3-month occultation global coverage fractions of Rxi90-Txi90,
Rxi100-Txi100, and Rxi80-Txi100 are 98%, 96%, and 41%, respectively. Comparing (a,b)
with (c), one can see that the occultation number and the global coverage fractions of
the NPO constellations with the same Tx and Rx inclination are larger than those of the
NPO constellations with supplementary Tx and Rx inclinations. As shown in Figure 3d–f,
the occultation events of the MIO constellation are mainly distributed in the low and
middle latitude zones, and the global coverage fractions are relatively low. Comparing
(d,e) with (f), one can see that the occultation number and the global coverage fractions of
the MIO constellations with the same Tx and Rx inclination are relatively small. As shown
in Figure 3g–i, the occultation events of the NEO constellation are mainly distributed in
the low latitude zone, and the global coverage fractions are relatively low. Comparing
(g) with (h,i), the NEO constellations with the same Tx and Rx inclination have a small
occultation number and a small global coverage fraction, while the NEO constellations
with supplementary Tx and Rx inclinations have a large occultation number but very small
global coverage fractions. With the decrease in the dihedral angle between the LEO plane
and the equatorial plane, the global coverage fraction decreases, and the global coverage
fraction of Rxi170-Txi10 is only 24%.

Figure 4 shows the occultation number trend beside the global coverage fraction trend
with time for the constellations shown in Figure 3. One can see that the occultation number
of those constellations with the same Tx and Rx inclination increases in proportion to the
time, while, except for in the Rxi170-Txi10 case, the constellations with supplementary Tx
and Rx inclinations increase nonlinearly, and the occultation numbers grow very slowly
during certain periods. The nonlinear characteristics of the occultation number and the
GCF curves are caused by the RAAN precession, which will be analyzed in Section 4.2.

4.1.4. Impact of the RAAN

As shown in Figure 2b, for the polar orbit constellation, the number of 3-month
occultation events varies with the Rx and Tx RAAN greatly in the range 0–5500, which is
mainly related to the RAAN difference of the Rx and the Tx. When the RAAN difference of
the Rx and Tx is 180◦, the two orbits are co-planar and counter-rotating, which makes it
easy to frequently form a limb-sounding (occultation) geometry and generate occultation
events. Therefore, the number of 3-month occultation events reaches the maximum of
about 5500 in this type of configuration. When the Rx RAAN and the Tx RAAN are equal,
the Rx and Tx orbits are co-planar and running in the same direction, and the number of
3-month occultation events is almost 0.

To further explore the impact of the RAAN on the spatial–temporal distribution
of occultation events, Figures 5 and 6 show the global coverage and the number trend
beside the GCF trend of the occultation events for nine representative constellations,
i.e., Rxraan30-Txraan30, Rxraan30-Txraan90, Rxraan30-Txraan150, Rxraan30-Txraan180,
Rxraan30-Txraan210, Rxraan30-Txraan240, Rxraan30-Txraan270, Rxraan30-Txraan300, and
Rxraan30-Txraan330.

As shown in Figure 5, fixing the Rx RAAN at 30◦, when the Tx RAAN is 30◦ (Figure 5a),
the global coverage fraction of 3-month occultation events is only 3%, and the occultation
events are scattered across various latitude zones. With the increase in the Tx RAAN, the
global coverage fraction first increases and then decreases. When the Tx RAAN is set to
210◦ (Figure 5e), the global coverage fraction reaches the maximum (97%), and when the
Tx RAAN is set to 180◦ (Figure 5d) and 240◦ (Figure 5f), the global coverage fraction is
about 91%. The RAAN difference of the Rx and Tx is very important to the occultation
global coverage and distribution. When it is close to 180◦, global coverage of occultation
events can form. For a RAAN difference of 60◦ (Figure 5b,i) and 120◦ (Figure 5c,g), the
occultation events are mainly distributed in high latitude zones, and the GCF is low. When
the difference is 90◦ (Figure 5h), the occultation events are mainly distributed in the −70◦
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to −65◦ latitude zone and the 65–70◦ latitude zone, and the global coverage fraction
is only 7%.

Figure 5. The global coverage of LEO-LEO occultation events for representative polar orbit constel-
lations composed of a Rx satellite and a Tx satellite with particular orbital RAANs, illustrating the
occultation numbers per 5◦ × 5◦ latitude and longitude grid cell, while the GCFs were calculated
using grid cell areas according to Equation (12).

Figure 6. The accumulated time dependence of the LEO-LEO occultation event number (orange
lines) and the global coverage fraction (GCF) (blue lines) for representative polar orbit constellations
composed of a Rx satellite and a Tx satellite with particular orbital RAANs.
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Figure 6 illustrates the occultation number and the global coverage fraction trend with
time for the constellations shown in Figure 5. One can see that the occultation number and
global coverage fractions of these constellations increase almost linearly with time. When
the RAAN difference of the Rx and Tx is 180◦ (e.g., Rxraan30-Txraan210), the rate of growth
in the occultation number is at its maximum (about 60 events per day), and the global
coverage fraction first grows quickly and then tends to slow. When the RAAN difference
of the Rx and Tx is 0◦ (e.g., Rxraan30-Txraan30), the rate of growth in the occultation
number is less than one event per day, and the 3-month global coverage fraction is only 3%.
Moreover, with the increase in the RAAN difference of the Rx and Tx from 0◦ to 180◦, the
number of occultation events increases gradually from about 1 event to 60 events per day.

4.1.5. Impact of the Height

For the polar orbit constellations, one can see from Figure 2c that the number of
occultation events that accumulated over 3 months gradually varies with the Rx and Tx
height from about 4500 to 5500 events. The basic rule is that the lower the orbit is, and
hence the shorter the orbital period, the more quickly the occultation number increases,
since more orbit revolutions occur per day.

4.2. Impact of the RAAN Precession on the LEO-LEO Occultation Events
4.2.1. RAAN Precession Impact Analysis

If the RAAN precession velocities of the Rx and Tx are different, the RAAN difference
of the Rx and Tx will change with time, and the RAAN difference is a sensitive parameter
for the LEO-LEO occultation event number and distribution. As shown in Figure 4, for the
constellations with supplementary Rx and Tx inclinations, the number and global coverage
fraction increase nonlinearly with time, and the occultation number grows very slowly
during certain periods.

To explore the reason for the nonlinear trend of the occultation number and coverage
fraction curves, Figure 7 illustrates the RAAN precession phenomenon of the Rxi100,
Txi100, Rxi80, Rxi140, and Txi40 satellite orbits within the three months. The thick solid
lines show the absolute RAAN differences of the Rx and Tx inclinations of the Rxi100-
Txi100, Rxi80-Txi100, and Rxi140-Txi40 constellations. One can see that when the Rx and
Tx orbital inclinations are equal to each other (e.g., Rxi100-Txi100), their RAAN precession
velocities are similar and the absolute RAAN difference remains around 180◦. When the Rx
and Tx orbital inclinations are supplementary (e.g., Rxi80-Txi100 and Rxi140-Txi40), their
RAAN precession velocities are in opposite directions, and the absolute RAAN differences
change periodically between 0◦ and 180◦, which is consistent with the RAAN precession
law described by Formula (1).

When the absolute RAAN differences of the Rx and Tx are close to 180◦, it is easy to
form an occultation geometry and the total number of occultation events increases rapidly.
When the absolute RAAN differences of the Rx and Tx are close to 0◦, it is difficult to
form an occultation geometry and the increase in the total number of occultation events
stops. Comparing the relevant curves in Figures 4 and 7, the corresponding time periods
are consistent with the abovementioned change trends of the occultation numbers and
RAAN differences. This is also the reason why the NPO and MIO constellations with
supplementary Rx and Tx inclinations have reduced occultation numbers.

However, for the NEO constellations, when the Rx and Tx inclinations are supple-
mentary, the two orbits are counter-rotating and easily form the occultation geometry. The
opposite direction of the RAAN precession accelerates the relative motion of the Rx and
the Tx and helps to form the occultation geometry. Therefore, the NEO constellations with
supplementary Rx and Tx inclinations have a large number of occultation events. For the
NEO constellations with the same Rx and Tx inclinations, the Rx and Tx RAAN precession
velocities are similar, and the RAAN difference remains around 180◦ for a long time. This
means that the Tx and Rx satellites are running in the same direction. In this setting, it is
difficult to form an occultation geometric relationship.
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Figure 7. Rx and Tx RAANs and their absolute differences for Rxi100 (red dashed line), Txi100 (red
dotted line), |Rxi100-Txi100| (red bold line), Rxi80 (magenta dashed line), |Rxi80-Txi100| (magenta
bold line), Rxi140 (blue dashed line), Txi40 (blue dotted line), and |Rxi140-Txi40| (blue bold line).

For the MIO constellation, when the Rx and Tx orbital inclinations are supplementary,
the absolute RAAN differences change periodically between 0◦ and 180◦. The periods of
the co-planar setting are short, so the occultation number is small. When the Rx and Tx
orbital inclinations are equal, although the RAAN differences remain at 180◦, the dihedral
angle between the Rx and Tx orbital planes is large, which makes it difficult for the Rx and
Tx satellites to see each other.

4.2.2. Impacts of the Height on the Near-Polar Orbit Constellation Occultation Events

Although the Tx and Rx orbital planes are not fully co-planar, it is still easy for the
near-polar orbit (NPO) constellation with the same or very similar Rx and Tx inclinations
to form the LEO-LEO occultation geometry and achieve global coverage, with a similar
observation efficiency as a fully polar orbit constellation. Therefore, it is valuable to further
investigate the NPO constellations. The impacts of the height on the constellation Rxi98-
Txi98, which is composed of two sun-synchronous orbits, and the constellation Rxi98-Txi82,
which is composed of a sun-synchronous orbit and a supplementary orbit, were simulated
using the variable separation approach. The main orbit parameters are shown in Table 2.

Figure 8 illustrates the number of 3-month occultation events of the constellations
Rxi98-Txi98 and Rxi98-Txi82 as a function of orbital height. As shown in Figure 8a, the
variation in the occultation number with the height of the Rxi98-Txi98 constellation is quite
similar to that of the Rxi90-Txi90 constellation shown in Figure 2. The lower the orbit, the
higher the number of occultation events. However, as shown in Figure 8b, the 3-month
occultation number of the Rxi98-Txi82 constellation is smaller than those of the Rxi90-Txi90
and Rxi98-Txi98 constellations due to the effect of the opposite-direction RAAN precession
of the Rx and Tx satellites.
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Table 2. The main orbital elements of the transmitting and receiving satellites for the near-polar orbit (NPO) constellations.
The chosen set of values for some elements is denoted in the format of StartValue:Step:EndValue; simulations were
performed using an ensemble of configurations stepping through all value settings for these elements.

Orbit Elements
(Rx/Tx)

Experimental Groups

Rxi98-Txi98 Rxi98-Txi82

I (◦) 98/98 98/82
RAAN (◦) 180/0 180/0

H (km) 400:100:1300/400:100:1300 400:100:1300/400:100:1300
AP (◦) 80/80 80/80
M0 (◦) 210/30 210/30

E 0.0001/0.0001 0.0001/0.0001

Figure 8. The variation in LEO-LEO occultation event numbers with the Rx and Tx orbital element
of height for the Rxi98-Txi98 and Rxi82-Txi98 datasets on event accumulations over 3 months.

In the case of Rxi98-Txi82, the impact of height is obvious, especially when the Rx
and Tx orbital heights are equal as the number of occultation events drops sharply. To
explore how the number of occultation events varies with height, Figures 9 and 10 show
the global coverage and the number trend beside the GCF trend of the occultation events
for the Rxi98-Txi82 constellations with different height combinations.

As shown in Figures 9 and 10, when the Rx and Tx heights are equal, their velocities
are the same, and the occultation events occur in the same latitude zone during each orbital
period. Further, since the RAAN precession is in the opposite direction, the Rx and Tx
satellites do not see each other for a long time. So, the occultation number is very small and
the events are concentrated near the equator zone (a–c). As shown in Figure 9d–f, fixing
the Rx height at 400 km, when the Tx height increases, the occultation number and the
global coverage fraction increase. As shown in Figure 9g–i, fixing the Rx height at 1300 km,
when the Tx height increases, the occultation number and the global coverage fraction also
increase. The occultation number and the global coverage fraction of the Rxh1300-Txh1200
constellation reach a maximum of approximately 2400 and 61%, respectively. However,
compared with the Rxi90-Txi90 and Rxi98-Txi98 constellations, the occultation number
and the global coverage fraction of Rxi98-Txi82 are both smaller.
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Figure 9. The global coverage of LEO-LEO occultation events for representative Rxi98-Txi82 constel-
lations composed of a Rx satellite and a Tx satellite with particular orbital heights, illustrating the
occultation numbers per 5◦ × 5◦ latitude and longitude grid cell. The GCFs were calculated using
grid cell areas according to Equation (12).

Figure 10. The accumulated time dependence of the LEO-LEO occultation event number (orange
lines) and the global coverage fraction (GCF) (blue lines) for the representative Rxi98-Txi82 constella-
tions composed of a Rx satellite and a Tx satellite with particular orbital heights.
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4.3. Assessment of Multi-Rx and Multi-Tx LEO-LEO Occultation Constellation Performance
4.3.1. Orbital Parameter Setup for Multi-Satellite Experimental Constellations

The analysis of impacts of orbital parameters on the LEO-LEO occultation perfor-
mance showed that NPO constellations with the same Rx and Tx inclinations are good for
observing the entire Earth with a great number of occultation events and global coverage.
NEO constellations with supplementary Rx and Tx inclinations are good for observing
middle and low latitude zones with a high number of occultation events and long revisiting
times. Therefore, the observation efficiency of LEO-LEO occultation constellations was
investigated by using these two types of orbits.

In this study, the two-orbit constellations are composed of one Rx orbit and one Tx orbit
and have certain numbers of Rx and Tx satellites running in these prescribed orbits. Table 3
summarizes all cases using a concise notation. The types of constellations are denoted
Rxi98-Txi98, Rxi140-Txi40, or something similar, with 2Rx/2Tx, 6Rx/6Tx, and 12Rx/12Tx
specifying the numbers of satellites in these orbits. For example, Rxi98-Txi98 2Rx/2Tx
denotes one such constellation in the first line of Table 3, where the choice of M0 for each
of the two Tx/2 Rx satellites is also shown. Likewise, the multiple-orbit constellations
are composed of certain numbers of Rxi98-Txi98 two-orbit constellations, e.g., Rxi98-Txi98
2Rx/2Txorbit denotes two such orbit pairs (distinguished by their respective RAANs) as
shown in the seventh line of Table 3.

Table 3. The main orbital parameters of the transmitting and receiving satellites for multi-Rx and multi-Tx constellations.
The chosen set of values for some elements is denoted in the format of StartValue:Step:EndValue; simulations were
performed using an ensemble of configurations stepping through all value settings for these elements.

Experiment Groups
Orbit Elements (Rx/Tx)

I (◦) RAAN (◦) M0 (◦)

Rxi98-Txi98
2Rx/2Tx 98/98 180/0 30, 120/150, 240
6Rx/6Tx 98/98 180/0 30:60:360/30:60:360

12Rx/12Tx 98/98 180/0 30:30:360/30:30:360

Rxi140-Txi40
2Rx/2Tx 140/40 180/0 30, 120/150, 240
6Rx/6Tx 140/40 180/0 30:60:360/30:60:360

12Rx/12Tx 140/40 180/0 30:30:360/30:30:360

Multiple orbits of
Rxi98-Txi98

2Rx/2Txorbit 98/98 0, 90/180, 270 30:60:360/30:60:360
4Rx/4Txorbit 98/98 30:30:120/210:30:300 30:60:360/30:60:360
6Rx/6Txorbit 98/98 0:30:150/180:30:330 30:60:360/30:60:360

For the specific orbital parameters, the orbital heights of the Rx and Tx satellites
are fixed at 500 km and 600 km, respectively, AP is fixed at 80◦, and e is fixed at 0.0001.
Different LEO-LEO occultation constellations were designed by setting different values
of the I, M0, and RAAN parameters. Six two-orbit and three multiple-orbit constellations
were designed and evaluated, and their main orbital parameters are shown in Table 3.

In order to quantitatively analyze the observation efficiency of the multi-Rx and multi-
Tx occultation constellations, the orbital parameters of the nine constellations shown in
Table 3 were used to carry out a numerical experiment, in which 10-day occultation events
were simulated, and the 1-day, 3-day, and 9-day global coverage fractions of occultation
events were calculated.

4.3.2. Performance of Two-Orbit Constellations

Figure 11a–c, Figure 11d–f, and Figure 11g–i illustrate the 1-day, 3-day, and 9-day
global coverage of occultation events for the Rxi98-Txi98 2Rx/2Tx, 6Rx/6Tx, and 12Rx/12Tx
constellations, respectively. As shown in Figure 11a–c, the 1-day, 3-day, and 9-day global
coverage fractions of 2Rx/2Tx occultation events are about 8%, 25%, and 63%, respectively.
As shown in Figure 11d–f, the 1-day, 3-day, and 9-day global coverage fractions of 6Rx/6Tx
occultation events are about 50%, 76%, and 100%, respectively, which is much higher
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than those of the 2Rx/2Tx constellation; specifically, the 9-day global coverage fraction
reaches 100%. As shown in Figure 11g–i, the 1-day and 3-day global coverage fractions of
12Rx/12Tx occultation events reach 67% and 86%, respectively. The 9-day global coverage
fraction of 12Rx/12Tx occultation events reaches 100% with uniform global coverage, and
the number of single-grid occultation event revisited times in some areas is more than 40,
which can basically meet the requirements of global climate monitoring [18].

Figure 11. The global coverage of LEO-LEO occultation events for the 2Rx/2Tx, 6Rx/6Tx and
12Rx/12Tx constellations with the Rxi98 and Txi98 inclination orbital planes, illustrating the occulta-
tion numbers per 5◦ × 5◦ latitude and longitude grid cell. The GCFs were calculated using grid cell
areas according to Equation (12).

The global coverage fractions and the number trend of the occultation events for the
Rxi98-Txi98 2Rx/2Tx, 6Rx/6Tx, and 12Rx/12Tx constellations are shown in Figure 12. One
can see that with the increase in the number of Rx and Tx satellites, the slope of the number
and GCF curves increases significantly. Specifically, the 6Rx/6Tx constellation achieves
a global coverage fraction of 100% in 8 days, and the 10-day occultation number reaches
more than 61,000. The 12Rx/12Tx constellation achieves a global coverage fraction of 100%
in just 7 days, and the 10-day occultation number reaches more than 86,000.

Figure 13a–c, Figure 13d–f, and Figure 13g–i illustrate the 1-day, 3-day, and 9-day
global coverage of occultation events for the Rxi140-Txi40 2Rx/2Tx, 6Rx/6Tx, and 12Rx/12Tx
constellations, respectively. As shown in Figure 13a–c, the 1-day, 3-day, and 9-day global
coverage fractions of 2Rx/2Tx occultation events are about 11%, 32%, and 49%, respectively.
As shown in Figure 13d–f, the 1-day, 3-day, and 9-day global coverage fractions of 6Rx/6Tx
occultation events are about 50%, 70%, and 75%, respectively, which is much higher than
those of the 2Rx/2Tx constellation, and the number of times a single grid cell is revisited
has increased significantly. As shown in Figure 13g–i, the 1-day, 3-day, and 9-day global
coverage fractions of 12Rx/12Tx occultation events reach 69%, 71%, and 77%, respectively.
For the 9-day global coverage fraction of 12Rx/12Tx occultation events, the number of
times a single grid is revisited in some areas is more than 70, which is beneficial to the
observation of low and middle latitude regions, but cannot 100% cover the Earth.
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Figure 12. Accumulated time dependence of the global coverage fraction (GCF) (blue lines) and the
occultation event number (orange lines) for the 2Rx/2Tx, 6Rx/6Tx, and 12Rx/12Tx constellations
with the Rxi98 and Txi98 inclination orbital planes.

Figure 13. The global coverage of LEO-LEO occultation events for the 2Rx/2Tx, 6Rx/6Tx, and
12Rx/12Tx constellations with the Rxi140 and Txi40 inclination orbital planes, illustrating the occul-
tation numbers per 5◦ × 5◦ latitude and longitude grid cell. The GCFs were calculated using grid
cell areas according to Equation (12).
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The global coverage fraction and the number trend of the occultation events for the
Rxi140-Txi40 2Rx/2Tx, 6Rx/6Tx, and 12Rx/12Tx constellations are shown in Figure 14.
One can see that with the increase in the number of Rx and Tx satellites, the slope of
the number curves increases significantly. However, the GCF increases rapidly at first
and then remains at a certain level, at which point essentially no more new grid cells
start to be covered and, hence, the GCF saturates (and only the number of events in cells
already covered increases). Although the number of 10-day 12Rx/12Tx occultation events
reaches more than 61,000, the maximum GCF is 77%. The 10-day occultation number
of the 6Rx/6Tx constellation is about 15,000, and the GCF is about 75%. These results
indicate that, due to the lower inclinations, the NEO constellations cannot observe the high
latitude region.

Figure 14. Accumulated time dependence of the global coverage fraction (GCF) (blue lines) and the
occultation event number (orange lines) for the 2Rx/2Tx, 6Rx/6Tx, and 12Rx/12Tx constellations
with the Rxi140 and Txi40 inclination orbital planes.

4.3.3. Performance of Multiple-Orbit Constellations

Figure 15a–c, Figure 15d–f, and Figure 15g–i illustrate the 1-day, 3-day, and 9-day
global coverage of occultation events for the 2Rx/2Txorbit, 4Rx/4Txorbit, and 6Rx/6Txorbit
constellations, respectively. As shown in Figure 15a–c, the global coverage fraction of 1-day
2Rx/2Txorbit occultation events reaches 98% with uniform global coverage. The 3-day
global coverage and the 9-day global coverage of 2Rx/2Txorbit occultation events reach
100%, and the number of single-grid 9-day occultation event revisited times in some areas
is more than 50. Compared with the two-orbit 12Rx/12Tx constellation in Figure 11g–i,
setting 24 satellites on four orbits, as in the 2Rx/2Txorbit configurations, makes it easier to
form 100% global coverage. As shown in Figure 15d–i, the 4Rx/4Txorbit and 6Rx/6Txorbit
constellations achieve 100% global coverage just in one day, and the number of times the
9-day 6Rx/6Txorbit occultation events are revisited in a single grid in most areas is more
than 200.
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Figure 15. The global coverage of LEO-LEO occultation events for the 2Rx/2Txorbit, 4Rx/4Txorbit, and 6Rx/6Txorbit
constellations with the Rxi98 and Txi98 inclination orbital planes, illustrating the occultation numbers per 5◦ × 5◦ latitude
and longitude grid cell. The GCFs were calculated using grid cell areas according to Equation (12).

The global coverage fraction and the number trend of the occultation events for the
2Rx/2Txorbit, 4Rx/4Txorbit, and 6Rx/6Txorbit constellations are shown in Figure 16. One
can see that with the increase in the number of orbits, the slope of the number curves
increases significantly; specifically, the rates of growth in the number of 4Rx/4Txorbit and
6Rx/6Txorbit occultation events are more than 22,500 times/day and 38,000 times/day,
respectively. The 4Rx/4Txorbit and 6Rx/6Txorbit constellations achieve 100% global
coverage just in 18 h and 12 h, respectively. It can be seen that the LEO-LEO occulta-
tion constellation composed of 36–72 satellites can meet the basic requirements of global
numerical weather prediction in terms of occultation numbers and timeliness.
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Figure 16. Accumulated time dependence of the global coverage fraction (GCF) (blue lines) and
the occultation event number (orange lines) for the 2Rx/2Txorbit, 4Rx/4Txorbit and 6Rx/6Txorbit
constellations with the Rxi98 and Txi98 inclination orbital planes.

5. Discussions

LEO-LEO occultation is an advanced and supplementary remote sensing technique
for GNSS RO, but there is currently no space-borne LEO-LEO occultation constellation.
Nowadays, with the development of small-satellite and instrument miniaturization tech-
nologies as well as the demonstration of the LEO-LEO occultation technique by numerical
and ground-based experiments, there are more opportunities for the demonstration of
large, space-borne, and operational LEO-LEO constellations. Therefore, it is the right time
to conduct a detailed LEO-LEO occultation orbit analysis and a constellation assessment to
provide references for future LEO-LEO occultation constellation designs.

5.1. Summary of the Impacts of the Orbital Parameters on the LEO-LEO Occultation Events

The impacts of the orbital parameters of inclination, RAAN, height, and AP on the
number and global coverage of LEO-LEO occultation events were investigated using the
variable separation approach based on a pair of Rx and Tx satellites. The numerical exper-
iment results reveal that: 1© the inclination and RAAN are the main impact parameters
followed by orbital height, while the impact of AP is small; 2© co-planar and counter-
rotating Rx and Tx satellites constitute an ideal two-satellite LEO-LEO constellation to form
the occultation geometry easily; 3© for the polar orbit constellation, when the RAAN differ-
ence of the Rx and Tx is 180◦,meaning that the orbits are co-planar and counter-rotating, it
is easy to form the occultation geometry; 4© the polar orbit and NPO constellations easily
achieve global coverage of occultation events; and 5© for the NEO constellation, when the
Rx and Tx inclinations are supplementary, it is easy to form the occultation geometry, and
the occultation events are mainly distributed in the low and middle latitude zones.

It should be noted that the results on the inclination, RAAN, and height shown in
Figure 2 were obtained for polar orbit constellations without the effect of the RAAN
precession, while the results for the inclination experimental group were affected by the
inclination and RAAN precession. The inclination and RAAN define the relative position
and running direction of the Rx and Tx satellites and are key parameters of LEO-LEO
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occultation orbital design, so it is necessary to carefully design the satellite orbit’s inclination
and RAAN to obtain more LEO-LEO occultation events and a better distribution.

The RAAN precession is an important orbital perturbation that cannot be neglected in
the LEO-LEO occultation orbital and constellation design. The RAAN precession affects
the number and distribution of LEO-LEO occultation events by changing the Rx and
Tx RAANs. For particular constellations, the RAAN precession period may cause the
repetition of the behavior and characteristics of the LEO-LEO occultation events as shown
in Figure 4.

5.2. Summary of the Performances of the Multi-Rx and Multi-Tx Constellations

The assessment of the performances of the multi-satellite constellations showed that:
1© the number of LEO-LEO occultation events increases rapidly with the increase in

the number of satellites and orbits; 2© with the NPO constellation, it is easy to achieve
global coverage, and the NEO constellation is beneficial for middle and low latitude zonal
observation; 3© for the unconstrained LEO-LEO occultation constellation design, it is
advisable to adopt a polar orbit or at least NPO constellations; 4© to co-utilize existing
or planned satellites to achieve the demonstration of the LEO-LEO technique by such
platforms, NEO constellations can also be used; 5© to obtain more LEO-LEO occultation
events and rapid global coverage, the two-orbit constellation is preferred for less than
24 satellites; otherwise, the multi-orbit constellation is recommended; and 6© a well-
designed LEO-LEO occultation constellation composed of 36–72 satellites can meet the
basic requirements of global numerical weather prediction in terms of occultation event
numbers and timeliness.

5.3. Outlook on the Potential for LEO-LEO Occultation Demonstration and
Operational Constellations

The development and establishment of spacecraft such as space stations and mete-
orological satellites provide experimental platforms for potential LEO-LEO occultation
demonstration opportunities. With such an orbit-constrained spacecraft, only (at least)
one additional satellite needs to be launched to construct a pair of Rx and Tx LEO-LEO
demonstration satellites. Taking a space station as an example, typically its orbit inclina-
tion is around 45◦ and its height is about 400 km, which means that it can be used as an
occultation signal transmitting (Tx) platform. Thus, only a small receiving (Rx) satellite
running in a retrograde orbit, with an inclination of about 140◦ and a height of about
600 km, is needed to construct a LEO-LEO constellation similar to the Rxi140-Txi40 one
shown in Figures 3 and 4. The distribution of its LEO-LEO occultation events is in this case
similar to that shown in Figure 3h, while the occultation number and GCF accumulated
time dependence are similar to the triangle lines shown in Figure 4, which show about
3000 occultation events in 90 days and a 63% Earth coverage fraction.

On the other hand, with the development of LEO satellite constellations with large
numbers of satellites, such as the Iridium, Spire, and Starlink constellations, the next-
generation space-based LEO constellations will tend to integrate satellite communication,
satellite navigation, and satellite remote sensing functions in one system. Such a LEO
constellation concept has also been proposed in China. If this kind of LEO constellation
can be well designed as described in Section 4.3, it will yield a large amount of LEO-
LEO occultation data, which can be used for global numerical weather prediction and
climate monitoring.

6. Conclusions

From the results and discussion we can draw the following conclusions: 1© the
inclination and RAAN are the main orbital parameters impacting the occultation event
number and coverage, followed by the orbital height; in particular, the RAAN precession
is an important orbital perturbation that cannot be neglected in the LEO-LEO occultation
constellation design; 2© co-planar and counter-rotating Rx and Tx orbits were confirmed to
provide an ideal two-satellite LEO-LEO constellation; 3© polar orbit and near-polar orbit
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(NPO) constellations make it easy to achieve global coverage of occultation events, and
hence are the best choices for an unconstrained LEO-LEO occultation constellation design;
4© to co-utilize existing or planned satellites as platforms to achieve the demonstration of

the LEO-LEO technique, the near-equatorial orbit (NEO) constellation can also be used;
and 5© the number of LEO-LEO occultation events increases rapidly with the increase in
the number of satellites and orbits; constellations with 48 and 72 satellites deliver more than
22,500 and 38,000 occultation events per day, respectively, and can achieve 100% global
coverage within 18 h and 12 h, respectively. The spatio-temporal coverage of occultation
events can in this way fully achieve global numerical weather prediction and climate
monitoring requirements.

In this paper, our work mainly focused on the impacts of orbital parameters of the Rx
and Tx satellites on the LEO-LEO occultation number and global coverage fraction. Regard-
ing the LEO-LEO constellation design and quantitative analysis, we took six two-orbit and
three multiple-orbit constellations as representative examples to assess the performance of
LEO-LEO occultation constellations with different satellite numbers and orbital planes. In
our future work, the impacts of orbital parameters on the LEO-LEO occultation geometry
and then on the atmospheric products, as well as the constellation optimization approaches,
will be further investigated in more detail.
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